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MATHEMATICS

Have the opportunity to perform “The Christmas Story”

in front of an audience

Identify Pilgrims and Native Americans and begin to

understand their importance to our history 

Learn about Veterans and participating in Musical

Bridges by going to the VA

Begin to recognize and read 15 sight words

Recognize and use rhyming words through

songs, books, and play

Begin to read and enjoy simple pre-reader

books that reinforce sight word recognition

WRITING ,  COMPOSITION ,  & GRAMMAR

READING  & LITERATURE

SOCIAL  STUDIES

By the end of PreKindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

Recognize numbers 0-13 

Write numbers 0-10

Rote count 1 to 20

Identify, name, and begin to create an ABC

pattern

Be able to make and read a graph

Understand 1-1 correspondence by using

objects and numbers 1-10

Be introduced to place value and simple

addition and subtraction

Recognize all 26 uppercase letters

Recognize and say all 26 letter sounds

Sequence events in a story

Manipulate a writing tool

Form letters correctly by using the Handwriting

Without Tears Program

Write first name in upper and lowercase letters

Draw a stick figure with legs, arms, and facial

features

Utilize Letter Bags to emphasize phonics and

phonemic awareness 

Create illustrations for Class Books and Journals

Dictate thoughts and ideas to teachers for Class

Books and Journals

Discuss and learn about the unique cultures and diversity in our EDS

community

Discuss Black History Month and identify notable African American

leaders

Identify and name the days of week, months of the year, and important

holidays

Discuss and understand the current weather and changing seasons

Identify and name American symbols and recite the Pledge of Allegiance

Learn to identify the differences between people



SCIENCE

Turn on an iPad and apply basic rules for use and care

Log in and out of iPad applications

Record their voices and take pictures

Create basic projects for their electronic portfolios via Seesaw

Use the SMART software (via the interactive whiteboard and table to

reinforce gross and fine motor skills through tracing, drag & drop, &

writing

Utilize apps to reinforce skills such as counting, shape and letter

recognition, and simple adding and subtracting exercises

Participate in authentic songs, games, and

rhymes

Sing traditional Spanish Christmas songs and

other holiday songs

Perform a song in Spanish at the “PK Rocks”

performance and for Grandparents Day

Learn about Spanish cultures and traditions

Understand that animals live in different

habitats

Recognize that some animals are nocturnal

and also make their own homes

Understand that seeds need soil, water, and

light to grow into plants, flowers, or trees

Use courtesy expressions appropriately

(please, thank you, you’re welcome)

Use basic vocabulary sets (colors, numbers,

and familiar objects) to answer rehearsed oral

questions

Identify and recite numbers 0-20

Recognize the mystery of God’s presence in their lives as
well as in stories of scripture and liturgical action 
Gain religious language and enhance their spiritual
experience through wonder and play
Engage with Godly Play top-tier core stories including
Sacred Stories, Parables, and Liturgical Action stories

Learn to practice participating well in the

community 

Make meaning from biblical stories through

hands-on and creative response activities

Learn to wonder about God and stories

SPANISH

By the end of PreKindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

RELIGION

CYBER  SKILLS  & CITIZENSHIP

Experience planting flowers and vegetable seeds in the

Village Garden

Experience harvesting vegetables from the Village

Garden 

Learn how some animals protect themselves

Explore the Flowing Wells Campus and discuss nature

and its changes during the seasons

Understand the importance of logging out of accounts

and devices to keep their information private

Understand the importance of only using digital tools

that the teacher assigns

Understand the importance of keeping their device safe

and secure



MUSIC

Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning
Opening Convocation

Panther Pals
Visit Augusta University's Storyland Theater

Participate in EDS Cyber Days
"Musical Bridges" Field Trips to VA

Halloween Parade
Thanksgiving Chapel

PK Nativity Play
All-School Christmas Sing Along

Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel
EDS 500

Spanish Performance at All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day
After School Enrichments Showcase

Rock Out With PK
Closing Convocation

Play instruments to a steady beat

Sing complex call/response songs

Participate in live performances (with songs and

motions): PK Nativity, Grandparents Day, and the

end-of-the-year program "Rock Out with PK"

Learn multicultural songs and dances

By the end of PreKindergarten,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

EXPERIENCES  & PERFORMANCES

Find the steady beat, lead students around the

room to a steady beat

Play classroom instruments: drums, shaker

eggs, jingle bells, Boomwhackers

Recognize high/low sounds and quiet/loud

sounds

NATURE  PREKINDERGARTEN

EDS Nature PreKindergarten follows the same curriculum guidelines as our Walton Way
PreKindergarten program, while utilitzing items found in their natural surroundings on our

Flowing Wells Campus.  Our full-day Nature PreKindergarten program teaches students
independence, self-confidence, creativity, and teamwork through daily exploration. 


